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Abstract
Between August 1607 and October 1608, the humanist scholar Joseph Scaliger and the 

physician Étienne Hubert exchanged five letters revealing the close collaboration between 

Scaliger in Leiden, and Hubert and Isaac Casaubon in Paris in studying Oriental texts. This 

paper translates and discusses the last letter from Hubert to Scaliger in detail, identifies 

the authors, texts, editions and manuscripts alluded to, and explains the passages quoted 

and foreign-language words mentioned in the letter. Understanding the references in 

Hubert’s letter is fundamental to exploring the nature and scope of Oriental learning in 

early seven teenth century Europe. It emerges from this new reading of the letter and other 

related primary materials that knowledge of Turkish was considered essential for Oriental 

studies, and Hubert and Scaliger were in search of native speakers who could help them 

read Arabic and Persian books which were procured from the Ottoman Empire and, there-

fore, featured Turkish explications.

Keywords: Oriental studies – Joseph Scaliger – Étienne Hubert – Arabic – Turkish – 

Persian

It was a shared interest in Oriental languages that brought the physician Étienne 

Hubert (1567–1614) and the humanist scholar Joseph Scaliger (1540–1609) 

together towards the end of the latter’s life.2 Hubert and Scaliger exchanged five 

letters concerning Oriental texts between August 1607 and October 1608. The first 

letter, in which Hubert introduced himself and opened up several new inquiries 

into the world of Arabic, Persian and Turkish texts, is now lost. The evidence 

for its existence and hints pertaining to its contents come from Scaliger’s reply, 

printed in Paul Botley and Dirk van Miert’s edition of Scaliger’s Correspondence�

1 The research for this paper was carried out with funding from the British Academy and the 

Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung. I heartily thank Christoph K. Neumann for reading and commenting 

on the draft, and the anonymous readers for their valuable suggestions.
2 I use the term ‘Oriental’ in the early modern sense to refer to texts in Hebrew, Arabic, Persian, 

and Turkish. An ‘Orientalist’ is a person who is engaged in the study of these languages.
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along with the other three.3 The four surviving letters are originally found in 

London, British Library (hereafter LBL), ms. Burney 366, which is a collection 

comprising the correspondence of Isaac Casaubon (1559–1614). The inclusion of 

the letters exchanged between Hubert and Scaliger among Casaubon’s corre-

spondence is not accidental. As attested in the last letter from Hubert to Scaliger, 

which I translate below, the three men formed a ‘study group’ to stand against 

the vicious attacks of the many mediocre Orientalists of their time and to refute 

their claims. The arrangement was that Hubert in Paris and Scaliger in Leiden 

both sent their letters to Casaubon, who also resided in Paris, to be forwarded to 

the other party. In any case, it would be wrong to assume that the correspond-

ence between the members of the Republic of Letters was a private affair given 

Scaliger’s popularity and status as a cult figure among the younger generation 

of scholars. On the contrary, Hubert complained that he was unable to read the 

latest letter he received from Scaliger for a while as it was often ‘snatched away’ 

by Scaliger’s admirers. Not surprisingly, Hubert’s style was duly affected by a 

certain degree of self-consciousness that writing to such a prominent person 

entailed. Hence, we find a difficult piece of prose in these letters, and a Latin 

style rife with references to classical literature and other standard Renaissance 

texts, some of which are obscure to the modern reader.

The present article sets out to translate, annotate and contextualise the last 

letter in the exchange as this is the point where the usual niceties and sharing of 

excerpts from either side end, and a fuller treatment of linguistic intricacies, tex-

tual problems and intellectual discussion of the said texts through reference works 

begin. In his first letter to Hubert, Scaliger had already identified him as someone 

‘who can teach [him] many things, someone from whom one can learn not only 

the Arabic language but also the customs of the men living there’.4 Yet only the 

final exchange fully justifies that claim and demonstrates that Hubert had the 

intellectual capacity and linguistic flair to live up to Scaliger’s expectations.

Although this letter has previously been edited and published by Botley and 

van Miert, it proved necessary to go back to the manuscript copy in order to 

correct the troubling textual errors, including a missing line and several misread 

3 P. Botley and D. van Miert, eds, The�Correspondence� of� Joseph� Justus� Scaliger, 8 vols, 

Geneva, 2012, letter no. 1: É. Hubert to J.J. Scaliger, August 1607 (lost); letter no. 2: J.J. Scaliger to 

É. Hubert, 15 October 1607, vol. 7, pp. 319–23; letter no. 3: É. Hubert to J.J. Scaliger, 31 January 

1608, vol. 7, pp. 394–399; letter no. 4: J.J. Scaliger to É. Hubert, 22 March 1608, vol. 7, pp. 459–471; 

letter no. 5: É. Hubert to J.J. Scaliger, 8 October 1608, vol. 7, pp. 635–645.
4 J.J. Scaliger to É. Hubert, 15 October 1607, (Correspondence� of� Joseph� Justus� Scaliger, 

vol. 7, p. 320, ll. 9–11): ‘Tu enim διοπετὴς mihi occurristi, qui multa me docere potes, quum ibi 

diu fueris ubi non solum linguam sed etiam mores hominum discere potueris.’
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words, spelling and punctuation mistakes that occur in the edition. No early 

modern printed edition of the letter exists and the letter in LBL ms. Burney 366 

is unique. But what essentially makes the letter contained in the London manu-

script the authoritative text is the fact that it is an autograph letter – an important 

detail that the edition overlooks. Hubert’s hand had long been identified by 

Robert Jones from a short note with two lines of transliterated Turkish found 

in Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France (hereafter PBnF), ms. arabe 4127, 

fol. 37v.5 I have further examined the Arabic-Turkish-Latin dictionary compiled 

by Hubert which is mentioned in the letters and is now PBnF, ms. arabe 4349. 

Hubert inscribed, on the title-page, the names of the letters of the Arabic alphabet 

in Latin transliteration.6 As evident from his characteristic lower-case ‘z’ with an 

elongated ascender and descender, his capital ‘N’ with a low and almost horizontal 

middle arch and his capital ‘M’ with a curled hook, Hubert is both the author and 

the scribe of the letter dated 8 October 1608.

The lengthy English synopsis provided by Botley and van Miert is very use-

ful, yet it overlooks Hubert’s remarks on the importance of the Turkish language 

and fails to identify the sources of the Arabic, Turkish and Persian quotations in 

the letter. Here I give a much shorter summary of the contents of the letter that 

may serve as a supplement. The letter opens with Hubert’s apology for his late 

reply to Scaliger’s letter of 22 March. He confides in Scaliger that he was trou-

bled by many annoyances caused by his colleagues which kept him away from 

the study of Arabic (lines 3–16). He comments on the current state of learning 

in North Africa and how the common Arabic dialect differs from the classical 

language (lines 17–29). Hubert believes that someone who knows Classical Arabic 

can understand the modern dialect, which has shorter endings, but the opposite 

is not true (lines 30–40). The royal edicts and official documents are written 

in an elevated language drawing from Classical Arabic, but these are drafted by 

chancery staff and inaccessible to the general public (lines 41–51). Popular songs 

and poetry use a meter based on the dialect. Hubert mentions the poetry of Ibn 

Sahl and how it is believed to affect women (lines 51–58). Hubert, then, recounts 

his encounter with a young Turkish man from Buda by the name of Vāfir Ḥüseyin 

who was well-versed in poetry and helped Hubert understand the Turkish in his 

Arabic-Turkish dictionary (lines 59–70). Ḥüseyin has now departed and Hubert 

regrets not having learned more from him, especially about Turkish pronuncia-

tion since it is very peculiar (lines 70–75). Hubert did not know that Turkish was 

5 R. Jones, Learning�Arabic�in�Renaissance�Europe�(1505–1624), PhD thesis, University of 

London: SOAS, 1988, pp. 90–91.
6 PBnF, ms. arabe 4349, fol. 1r.
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such an important language. Now he is compiling a Turkish glossary and it has 

reached two thousand words (lines 76–83). He wonders how much Turkish 

Justus Raphelengius7 knows and wishes that he could help them (lines 90–93).8 

Hubert asks about the organisation of Scaliger’s dictionary (lines 93–106). He 

comments on the medieval and early modern Latin translations of the Qur᾿ān 

(lines 109–120). Hubert praises Scaliger’s library and reports on the Oriental 

books that are available in Paris (lines 121–145). He describes the set of books 

bought by Vāfir Ḥüseyin which included a Turkish translation of Ǧāmī’s Yūsuf�

u�Zulayḫā��(lines 146–182). He wants to return to reading his Arabic edition of 

Avicenna (Rome, 1593) with the help of the Arabic-Persian-Turkish dictionary 

(lines 183–190). Hubert compares a passage from the Arabic New Testament 

printed in Rome (1591) with the Greek text and the Vulgate translation and asks 

Scaliger to check the same passage in his Egyptian manuscript (lines 191–213). 

Scaliger had advised him to follow in Postel’s footsteps and learn Turkish first 

before coming to terms with the intricacies of Arabic, yet Hubert is doubtful 

of Postel’s competence in Turkish since he left no annotations on his books 

(lines 214–222).9 The letter closes with Hubert’s farewell to Scaliger (line 223).

Hubert was the proprietor and the driving force of this exquisite ‘study group’ 

for Oriental texts, yet little is known about his life, intellectual pursuits and 

private library.10 He was born in 1567 in Orléans and studied medicine in Paris 

7 Justus Raphelengius (1573–1628), the youngest son of Franciscus Raphelengius, the Leiden 

printer. Justus was a physician and a botanist, and also an editor and translator of scholarly texts. 

Scaliger had mentioned earlier that Raphelengius, who learned Turkish in Constantinople, had 

taught him how the Turks pronounced the word kāfir. See J.J. Scaliger to E. Hubert, 22 March 1608 

(Correspondence�of�Joseph�Justus�Scaliger, vol. 7, p. 466, ll. 145–47): ‘illud كافر ..., mire pronun-

ciant Turcae, quo scripto representare non possum; quomodo me docuit Iustus Raphelengius qui 

Constantinopoli Turcismo operam dedit.’
8 Judging by his interlinear Latin translation of the Turkish folk tales recounting the humorous 

adventures of the mock-hero Naṣreddīn Ḫōcā and his copious annotations accompanying a gram-

matical work on Arabic conjugations with Turkish explications found in Oxford, Bodleian Library 

(hereafter: OBL), ms. Marsh 42, fols 47–76 and 140–147, Raphelengius knew Turkish well, and 

much better than both Scaliger and Hubert. On Raphelengius’ knowledge of Turkish and his Latin 

translation of Ḥikāyāt-ı�Naṣreddīn�Ḫōcā, see N. Palabiyik, ‘Justus Raphelengius (1573–1628) and 

Turkish Folk Tales’, Journal�of�the�American�Oriental�Society, forthcoming in 2019.
9 Guillaume Postel (1510–1581), who is often termed the first Orientalist, visited the Levant 

twice and wrote a book on Turkish customs which included a short introduction to Turkish grammar 

and a 250-word, thematically-arranged Turkish-Latin-French glossary. Although the introduction 

gives helpful tips on the rules of grammar and syntax, the word-list was mostly copied from an 

earlier publication by Bartholomeus Georgius. See the unpaginated section entitled ‘Instruction 

des Motz de la langue Turquesque’ at the beginning of G. Postel, Des�histoires�orientales�et�prin-
cipalement�des�Turkes,�Paris, 1575.

10 The biographical information for Hubert comes from the following sources: G. Duval, Le�
College�Royal�de�France,�ou�Institution,�establissement�&�catalogue�des�lecteurs�&�professeurs�
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and Orléans. In 1598, he was sent on a diplomatic mission to the court of Aḥmad 

al-Manṣūr in Marrakesh, where he stayed for a year and improved his Arabic. 

In 1600, he returned to Paris via Rome to take up his role as the chair of Arabic 

language at the Collège Royal. This appointment was not without problems. The 

pay was so low and irregular that his friend Casaubon felt obliged to interfere, 

and remind the court and Henry IV’s treasurer that Hubert was an ‘illustrious 

scholar’ worthy of better treatment. In 1602, Hubert’s woes were partially reme-

died when he was appointed the royal physician, replacing Jean de Suberville, with 

a salary of 1200 livres. Between 22 May 1605 and 15 January 1606, his duties 

were interrupted once again and he was tasked with collecting Arabic manu-

scripts in Spain and bringing them back to France. Between his return and his 

voluntary retirement in 1613 to Orléans, Hubert continued teaching Arabic at the 

Collège Royal and tutoring bright students including Casaubon and Thomas 

Erpenius (1584–1624) who was later to be termed the prince of Arabists. Hubert 

was very well connected. He was the first point of call for the native speakers 

of Arabic who visited Paris such as the Egyptian Copt Yūsuf ibn Abū Ḏaqn 

(also known as Josephus Abudacnus) and Aḥmad ibn Qāsim who collaborated 

with Hubert in the copying and composition of several manuscripts.11 At his death, 

his library, rich in Oriental manuscripts and early printed editions of Arabic texts, 

was dispersed. Part of his collection was acquired by Erpenius, who already had 

enjoyed free access to Hubert’s books during his stay in Paris.12 A good number 

of Hubert’s manuscripts are in the Bibliothèque nationale in Paris,13 while his 

copy of the Qur᾿ān somehow made its way to Gdańsk.14

It seems that Hubert often felt alone in his trials and tribulations in deciphering 

Oriental texts and did not receive much support from his colleagues. In the 

ordinaires�du�Roy�..., Paris, 1645, p. 31; H. de La Croix Castries, Agents�et�voyageurs�français�au�
Maroc,�1530-1660,�Paris, 1911, pp. XXII-XXVII; Id., ‘La première chaire d’arabe au Collège de 

France’, Journal�des�débats, 3 octobre 1911; Jacques Soyer’s corrections to Castries’s work in 

Bulletin� de� la� Société�Archéologique� et�Historique�de� l’Orléanais, 1911, pp. 86–87; J. Bénard, 

‘Étienne Hubert (1567-1614) médecin, philologue, professeur d’arabe au Collège royal à Paris’, 

Mémoires�de�l’Académie�d’Orléans, 6th series, vol. 7, 1998, pp. 7–13.
11 On Yūsuf ibn Abū Ḏaqn and Hubert, see A. Hamilton, The�Copts�and�the�West,�1439–1822:�

The�European�Discovery� of� the�Egyptian�Church.�Oxford, 2006, p. 128. On the collaboration 

between ibn Qāsim and Hubert, see Jones, Learning�Arabic�(as in n. 5), pp. 99–100 and 107–115.
12 G.J. Toomer, Eastern�Wisdome�and�Learning:�The�Study�of�Arabic�in�Seventeenth��Century�

England, Oxford, 1996, p. 47; A. Vrolijk and R. van Leeuwen, Arabic�Studies�in�the�Netherlands:�
A�Short�History�in�Portraits,�1580–1950, Leiden, 2013, p. 32.

13 For instance, PBnF, ms. arabe 4119; PBnF, ms. arabe 4127 and PBnF, ms. arabe 4348. His 

beloved copy of Avicenna’s Canon�is also there: Ibn Sinā, Kitāb�al-Qānūn�fi�al-ṭibb:�Libri�quinque�
canonis�medicinae�...�Avicennae, Rome, 1593, PBnF, shelfmark RES-FOL-T29-5.

14 Jones, Learning�Arabic, p. 62.
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present letter, written a year after his return from Spain, Hubert describes the 

intellectual climate in Paris with regard to Oriental studies as hostile at best. 

Disenchanted with the daily struggles his teaching job entailed, Hubert sought 

refuge in the friendship of Scaliger and Casaubon, two of the finest minds in 

Europe at the time. Hubert’s last letter to Scaliger helps us better understand how 

scholarly collaboration worked at a practical level during the late sixteenth and 

early seventeenth century. And with this new reading of the letter, the present 

article not only opens up a window to the realities of scholarly collaboration in 

the period, but also identifies the Arabic, Persian and Turkish texts mentioned, 

including translated and original biblical and qur᾿ānic passages, poems and prov-

erbs, and matches the excerpted texts to the printed editions and manuscripts that 

were in circulation at the time.

The letter demonstrates the familiarity of Scaliger and Hubert with Oriental 

texts that were deemed important both by European Orientalists and their Ottoman 

counterparts, and hence remained in wide circulation throughout the seventeenth 

century. The texts that are mentioned in the letter are varied and diverse, including 

the Qur᾿ān (both in its original Arabic and in Latin translation), an Arabic trans-

lation of the Gospels, collections of proverbs and popular literary works such as 

Yūsuf�u�Zulayḫā. A closer reading of the letter reveals how Hubert and Scaliger 

laboured over certain passages, expressions or words with the help of a limited 

number of reference materials.

Printed grammars and dictionaries of Arabic, Persian and Turkish were almost 

non-existent at the time. Scaliger repeatedly quoted Postel’s Arabic grammar as the 

only printed work that he could lay his hands on, though not without complaining 

that it was of very little use.15 The other is the Arabic-Latin dictionary compiled 

by the Leiden printer and Orientalist scholar Franciscus Raphelengius (1539–

1597). It was only available to Scaliger in its unpublished draft, as it did not get 

printed until his sons completed the dictionary and published it posthumously, 

along with Erpenius’s corrections.16 Scaliger was also compiling his own dic-

tionary, Thesaurus�linguae�arabicae, at the same time as Raphelengius.17 Yet, 

the dictionaries that really had the potential to aid Scaliger and Hubert were not 

15 G. Postel, Grammatica�Arabica, Paris, [1538]. See J.J. Scaliger to I. Casaubon, 22 January 

1602 (Correspondence� of� Joseph� Justus� Scaliger, vol 4, p. 184, ll. 142–143); J.J. Scaliger to 

J. Buxtorf, 23 October 1606 (Ibid., vol. 6, p. 591, ll. 67–69); J.J. Scaliger to É. Hubert, 22 March 

1608 (Ibid., vol. 7, p. 471, ll. 238–248).
16 On Raphelengius’ lexicon, see A. Hamilton, ‘“Nam tirones sumus”: Franciscus Raphelengius’ 

Lexicon�Arabico-Latinum�(Leiden 1613)’, De�Gulden�Passer,�vol. 66/67, 1988/89, pp. 557–589.
17 This is now Leiden, Universiteitsbibliotheek (hereafter: LUB), ms. or. 212. See A. Vrolijk 

and K. van Ommen (eds), ‘All�My�Books�in�Foreign�Tongues’:�Scaliger’s�Oriental�Legacy�in�Leiden,�
1609–2009, Leiden, 2009, pp. 61–63.
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those produced by European scholars who haphazardly collected words from 

the limited corpus of texts that were available to them but the ones procured from 

the East, especially the Arabic-Turkish and Persian-Turkish dictionaries that 

enjoyed a wide circulation in the Ottoman Empire. Although originally intended 

for native speakers of Turkish, these bulky dictionaries comprising thousands of 

entries each became instrumental to Orientalist scholars in explicating arcane pas-

sages and making sense of the idiomatic expressions and enigmatic words they so 

often encountered.

The letter should be read in the context of humanist scholarship and early 

modern scholarly publishing in Europe. Multi-lingualism was at the heart of both 

endeavours: one had to be well-versed not only in Latin, but also in Greek and 

Hebrew to be considered a serious scholar, and one’s library would reflect these 

competences. The library of an Ottoman literatus�would equally contain manu-

script books, polyglot scientific treatises, and theological and literary works in Ara-

bic, Turkish and Persian.18 It was not possible to read or fully understand most of 

the books procured from the Ottoman Empire without the knowledge of Turkish. 

Scholars such as Scaliger and Hubert were not oblivious to this fact. They were 

well aware that gaining access to the contents of scholarly manuscripts from the 

East required proficiency in all of these three languages. It was for this reason that 

Scaliger often complained he could not find a Turkish teacher to help him read 

the Arabic and Persian books he had.19 In his opinion the mastery of one language 

would aid the other, not only because these three languages – albeit grammatically 

dissimilar – had a vast repository of shared vocabulary, but also because parallel 

texts and marginal annotations were only useful if one knew at least one of these 

languages well enough. Hubert, similarly, wished that he had availed himself 

more of the Turkish youth, Ḥüseyin of Buda, or that Justus Raphelengius (1573–

1628) knew Turkish well enough to teach him something new.

There is ample documentary evidence that Turkish had become extremely 

important as a diplomatic and commercial language towards the end of the six-

teenth century due to the increasing Ottoman presence in the Balkans, Mediter-

ranean and North Africa.20 But the contents of the letter suggest that Turkish was 

18 On what constituted an early modern Ottoman scholarly library and which books would typ-

ically be found in it, see Ch. K. Neumann, ‘Üç tarz-ı mütalaa: Yeniçağ Osmanlı Dünyası’nda kitap 

yazmak ve okumak’, Tarih�ve�Toplum�Yeni�Yaklaşımlar, vol. 1, 2005, pp. 51–76.
19 See J.J. Scaliger to I. Casaubon, 22 January 1602 (Correspondence�of�Joseph�Justus�Scaliger, 

vol. 4, p. 181, ll. 60–61); J.J. Scaliger to I. Casaubon, 10 January [1603] (Ibid., vol. 4, p. 533, 

ll. 62–64); J.J. Scaliger to É. Hubert, 22 March 1608 (Ibid., vol. 7, p. 467, l. 154).
20 Hubert and Scaliger were no strangers to diplomatic affairs. Hubert served as a diplomatic 

agent in Morocco (as discussed above), while Scaliger was often tasked with translating letters 

received from Islamic rulers. Scaliger was once asked to translate a letter from the King of Goa 
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also essential as a scholarly language beyond the practical need for communicat-

ing with Ottomans. Scaliger, someone who never travelled to the East, was hop-

ing, sitting at his desk in Leiden, that he would one day understand the Arabic-

Turkish and Persian-Turkish dictionaries at his disposal, and make meaning of 

the Qur᾿ān or Rumī’s Masnavī� through them. Similarly, Hubert was reading 

Avicenna’s Canon, the Arabic text of greatest interest to his profession, with the 

help of an Arabic-Turkish dictionary brought from Constantinople to Paris by 

François Savary de Brèves (1560–1628), French ambassador to the Porte, book-

collector and Orientalist. Hubert was compiling his own Arabic-Turkish-French 

dictionary as he progressed.21 Neither scholar had ever set foot in the Turkish-

speaking dominions of the Ottoman Empire; their encounters with Turkish were 

mainly the result of studying manuscripts explicated in Turkish.

Religious texts often facilitated the teaching of Oriental languages, even when 

theology was not the focus of one’s scholarly pursuits.22 If the earliest printed 

polyglot Bibles facilitated Hebrew learning in Europe, the 1546 Soncino polyglot 

Pentateuch of Constantinople was imperative for Arabic and Persian learning. A 

testimony to the linguistic diversity of the Jewish communities of the Ottoman 

Empire, this colossal edition contained the Hebrew text, Rashi’s commentary, 

the Aramaic translation known as the Targum of Onḳelos, Saadia Gaon’s Arabic 

rendering and a Persian translation by Jacob ben Joseph Ṭāvūs, all printed in 

Hebrew characters.23 The financial support for the polyglot Pentateuch came 

from a philanthropist who was equally versatile in his philological pursuits: Moses 

Hamon, personal physician to Süleymān I, was a fine linguist fluent in Turkish, 

Arabic and Persian.24

Scaliger and Hubert both owned the Soncino Pentateuch and used their copies 

to study Arabic and Persian. Scaliger wrote to Hubert on 15 October 1607:

to Prince Maurice of Nassau that was written ‘half in Arabic and half in Turkish’. See A. Grafton, 

Joseph�Scaliger:�A�Study�in�the�History�of�Classical�Scholarship:�Vol.�2:�Historical�Chronology, 
Oxford, 1993, p. 495.

21 This is now PBnF, ms. arabe 4349.
22 On use of biblical and liturgical texts, and the Qur᾿ān for teaching of Arabic, see A. Hamilton, 

‘The Qur᾿ān as Chrestomathy in Early Modern Europe’ in: J. Loop, A. Hamilton and C. Burnett, 

eds, The�Teaching�and�Learning�of�Arabic�in�Early�Modern�Europe, Leiden, 2017, pp. 213–229.
23 Torat�Hashem�Temimah, Constantinople, 1546. A second edition replacing the Judeo-Arabic 

and Judaeo-Persian with Judaeo-Greek and Judaeo-Spanish was printed a year later. On the influ-

ence of Ṭāvūs’ Persian translation on Persian studies in Europe, see P. Orsatti, ‘The Judaeo-Persian 

Pentateuch of Constantinople and the Beginnings of Persian Linguistic Studies in Europe’, in 

S. Shaked and A. Netzer, eds, Irano-Judaica�IV:�Studies�Relating�to�Jewish�Contacts�with�Persian�
Culture�throughout�the�Ages,�Jerusalem,�3-6�July�1994,�Jerusalem, 1999, pp. 170–178 and T.J. Kenneth, 

A�Restless�Search:�A�History�of�Persian�Translations�of�the�Bible, Atlanta, GA, 2015, pp. 116–121.
24 Kenneth, Persian�Translations�(as in n. 23), pp. 117–118.
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I was able to learn some Persian, because I have a copy of the Pentateuch translated 

into this language,25 as well as other things, from which one can not only compile a 

sufficient dictionary, but also a grammar.26

Scaliger had already completed, on 30 September 1607, the Persian lexicon that 

was begun by Franciscus Raphelengius the Elder using the Pentateuch, which is 

now LUB, ms. or. 2019, fols 1–63.27 The same manuscript also includes an 

excerpt from a ‘Persian grammar with Turkish explication’.28

Hubert agreed that the Ṭāvūsi translation was very impressive and useful for 

Persian studies. He also benefitted from reading the Arabic translation of the 

Pentateuch. This was, again, made available to him by de Brèves, who also sup-

plied him with a sizable dictionary.29

Scaliger contemplated compiling further Persian and Arabic glossaries out of 

the Ottoman dictionaries he had in his possession, but he was unable to progress 

much in his endeavour owing to a lack of Turkish teachers. He explains:

For we have a very rich Persian dictionary, yet written in Turkish, which contains 

nearly all the words of this language. If we had someone who could speak and write 

Turkish well, we would be able to compile a glossary not just of the Persian, but also 

25 This is now LUB, shelf mark 839 A 7.
26 J.J. Scaliger to É. Hubert, 15 October 1607 (Correspondence�of�Joseph�Justus�Scaliger, vol. 7, 

p. 322, ll. 49–51): ‘Aliquem usum linguae Persicae mihi comparavi, quia Pentateuchum eo sermone 

interpretatum habeo, et alia quaedam, ex quibus non solum iustum lexicon, sed etiam praeceptiones 

grammaticae confici possunt.’
27 On Scaliger’s Persian dictionary, see Orsatti, ‘The Judaeo-Persian Pentateuch’ (as in n. 23), 

pp. 175–176; Vrolijk and van Ommen, ‘All�my�books’�(as in n. 17), pp. 75–77.
28 Scaliger’s descriptive title for the grammar on fol. 63v reads: ‘Fragmentus grammaticae 

Persicae ex scripto codice, cum Turcica interpretatione’. Paola Orsatti identified the text that follows 

on fol. 64 as the Kitāb-ı�dānistan�by Moḥammad ibn Ḥaǧǧī Ilyās. See Orsatti, ‘The Judaeo-Persian 

Pentateuch’, p. 176.
29 É. Hubert to J.J. Scaliger, 31 January 1608 (Correspondence� of� Joseph� Justus� Scaliger, 

vol. 7, p. 398, ll. 87–90): ‘De Persica lingua magnum narras Pentateuchum illum. Repono de 

Pentateucho Arabico, quem ... nos fruimur beneficio domini De Breves, nuper legati ad Turcam 

moxque Romam mittendi. Eidem muneri dictionarium etiam attulit, quod integrum in meum 

transfudi, magno proventu.’

The edition by Botley and van Miert is based on London, British Library (hereafter: LBL), 

ms. Burney 366, fols 139v–140v, which contains a beautifully executed and very legible copy of 

the original letter, possibly produced on request by a professional scribe or a student. The scribe 

must have omitted, by mistake, at least one line between ‘quem’ and ‘nos’. In other words, there 

is a lacuna in the copy.

De Brèves’ library catalogue of Oriental manuscripts, PBnF, ms. Dupuy 673, fols 131r–132v 

lists a Totum�vetus�Testamentum,�Arabicè,�cum�versione�Latina�totius�Pentateuci�[sic],�totius�Josue�
Judicum,� Jobi� et� Librorum�Salomonis� in addition to five dictionaries including al-Fīrūzābādī’s 

Qāmūs�al-muḥīṭ�and the Aḫterī-i�Kebīr,�a popular Arabic-Turkish dictionary compiled in the six-

teenth century.
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of the Arabic language. For we also possess an Arabic dictionary, which I think is 

unrivalled in its completeness among the Turks, yet the explanations there are, again, 

given in Turkish. We can better understand the Turkish in it through the Arabic, than 

the Arabic through the Turkish. These are written in the most elegant and distinguished 

script. But I do not understand the Arabic foreword added to this work at all, as if it 

were written in Gaelic or Finnish. Almost everything written by Muslims is similar: 

it needs to be read out loud to be understood, for these silent teachers do not help us 

when it comes to these matters.30

The Persian-Turkish dictionary Scaliger alludes to is an incomplete sixteenth-

century copy of the Luġāt-i�Ni῾metullāh�compiled by Ni῾metullāh Aḥmed of Sofia 

(d. 1561).31

Scaliger also owned a sixteenth-century copy the Mirḳāt-ül�luġa�(The�Ladder�

of� Language), an Arabic-Turkish dictionary compiled by ῾Abdullāh Kestelī 

(d. 1541) in 1533.32 Scaliger evidently laboured over this dictionary, but he did 

not proceed much further than converting the hiǧra date in the colophon, a task 

that he excelled at.33 He annotated very few entries among the thirty thousand that 

are extant, one of which is the entry for istiqṣā᾿ explicated in Turkish as dürüşmek�

next to which he wrote σπούδασμα,�accuratúm,�studium,�diligentia.34

30 J.J. Scaliger to E. Hubert, 15 October 1607 (Correspondence� of� Joseph� Justus� Scaliger, 
vol. 7, p. 322, ll. 51–63): ‘Nam opulentum etiam lexicon, sed Turcice expositum, habemus, quo 

plane totius linguae verba omnia continentur. Quod si nobis adesset qui bene Turcice et loqui et 

scribere sciret, non solum Persici sed etiam Arabici sermonis magnum thesaurum dare possemus, 

quum Arabicum lexicon penes nos sit, quo locupletius apud Turcas extare non puto sed tamen 

Turcice explicatum, in quo potius Turcica ex Arabicis quam illa ex Turcicis intelligere possumus. 

Elegantissima et luculentissime scripta sunt illa. Sed in Arabico prolegomena addita sunt quae non 

magis intelligo quam si lingua Hibernica aut Finlandica scripta essent. Et eiusmodi sunt fere omnia 

quae a Muhammedanis scribuntur, quibus intelligendis opus est viva voce. Nam muti magistri ibi 

nihil nos iuvant.’
31 This is now LUB, ms. or. 227. For a catalogue description, see Jan Schmidt, Catalogue�of�

Turkish�Manuscripts�in�the�Library�of�Leiden�University�and�the�Other�Collections�in�the�Nether-
lands:�Vol.�I:�Comprising�the�Acquisitions�of�Turkish�Manuscripts�in�the�Seventeenth�and�Eighteenth�
Centuries,�Leiden, 2000, pp. 26–28.

32 This is now LUB, ms. or. 237. Schmidt, Catalogue:�Vol.�1 (as in n. 31), pp. 28–32 asserts 

that the dictionary is an anonymous work, but the Mirḳāt is widely known to be compiled by�
῾Abdullāh Kestelī.�See�Nuri Yüce, ‘Abdullah Kestelî’ in: Diyanet� Islam�Ansiklopedisi,�44 vols, 

Istanbul, 1988–2013, vol. 1, pp. 112–113. See also Abdul Ghaffar, Mirkâtü’l-Luga, PhD thesis, 

Istanbul University, 1983.
33 LUB, ms. or. 237 has a colophon on p. 797 that reads ‘tummima bi-῾awni llāhi ta῾ālā taḥrīran 

fī awāḫir šahri Ramaḍāna ta᾿rīḫi sanati 955’ (It was finished with the help of God at the end of 

the month of Ramaḍān, in the year 955 [= 2 November 1548]) which Scaliger somehow read 

incorrectly as ‘XXX Ramazan DCCCC LVIII’ but converted correctly as ‘IIII Non. Novemb. anni. 

M.D.XLVIII’.
34 LUB, ms. or. 237, p. 5, line 4.
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In the Leiden copy, as in the other copies known to me, the foreword is not 

in Arabic, but in a highly stylised Turkish enriched with Arabic and Persian 

vocabulary and constructions. Had Scaliger been able to understand this elaborate 

but informative piece, it would have been very useful to him. The author explains, 

in the foreword, that he organised the dictionary in alphabetical order by the 

final letter of the word (which he groups under the term bāb�or chapter) and 

then the first letter (which he groups under the term faṣıl�or sub-chapter), 

succeeded by the second and the third.35 Kestelī also reveals that his lexicon 

was, in fact, a reworking of two famous Arabic dictionaries: he took sixteen 

thousand words from al-Fīrūzābādī’s al-Qāmūs�al-muḥīṭ�and fourteen thou-

sand from al-Ǧawharī’s al-Ṣiḥāḥ, rearranged the entries, and translated them 

into Turkish.36

Essentially a translation of two Arabic dictionaries, Mirḳāt-ül�luġa�explicates 

many words with another Arabic word as in the entry for ِحرْص [ḥirṣ] (greed) 

which is explicated in Turkish as طمع [ṭama῾].37 Scaliger duly noted emiti�above 

this entry. But Mirḳāt-ül�luġa�is also�tailored to the needs of a Turkish readership, 

and as such, it exhibits many differences from standard monolingual Arabic 

dictionaries. For instance, if the Arabic word is one of the many that had entered 

the Turkish language by then, the author only provides an f,�an abbreviation for 

ma῾rūf�(known), such as in the entry for kāfir�(infidel), a word the native speakers 

of Turkish would have been very familiar with.38 This feature must have proved 

disappointing for European readers who did not necessarily know every Arabic 

loan word in Turkish. But this was not all.

It is evident that the dictionary in Scaliger’s possession had many peculiarities 

and inconsistencies, yet he was not misled by these. Sometimes, an Arabic noun 

is explicated with another Arabic noun that takes a Turkish suffix or an auxiliary 

verb, as in َترَخَمه [tarǧama] (translation) which is explicated as تفسير ايلمك [tefsīr�
35 LUB, ms. or. 237, p. 2, ll. 1–10: ‘Āḫır ḥaḳḳında her ḥurūf içün ῾ale᾿t-tertīb bāb ḳılub ve 

her bābda evvel ḥakkında her ḥarf içün ῾ale᾿t-tertīb faṣıl ḳıldum. Ve her faṣılda evvelüñi 

māba῾dından daḫi i῾tibār ėtdüm. Mesela῾ evvelüñ māba῾dı bā᾿ olsa māba῾dı tā᾿ olan üzerine 

muḳaddim ḳılub tā᾿ olanı sā᾿ olan üzerine muḳaddim kılub tā yā᾿ya varınca bu tertīb ri῾āyet 

olundı. Eğer iki kelime māba῾dlarında müşterek olsalar evvelüñ māba῾dında māba῾dın i῾tibār 

idüp sümme ve sümme nihāyetine varınca bu üslūb icrāyı olunup māba῾dı tā᾿ olana şürū῾ idüb 

anı daḫi üslūb-i mezkūr üzerine yazup andan māba῾dı sā᾿ olana şürū῾ idüb tā yā᾿ya varınca her 

faṣıl bu ṭarīḳla temām idüb ...’
36 LUB, ms. or. 237, p.2, ll. 10–14: ‘... ve her luġātuñ ma῾nāsın türkīyle tecüme idüb Mirḳāt’ül-luġā�

diyü ad virdüm. Zīrā Ṣiḥāḥ�ve Ḳāmūs�luġātlarınıñ güzīdelerinden ondört biñ Ṣiḥāḥdan müstahrecdür 

ve onaltı biñ luġāt Ḳāmūsdan müstenbiṭdür.’
37 LUB, ms. or. 237, p. 325, line 5.
38 LUB, ms. or. 237, p. 260, line 9. See also note 55 below for the discussion of the different 

Turkish pronunciation of this word.
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ėylemek] (to interpret). Scaliger heeded here only the Arabic entry and noted 

explicatio, interpretatio.39 Another perplexing entry gives the Arabic plural, ُقلَال 
[qulāl], and explicates it in Turkish by providing its singular, قليل [ḳalīl] (few), 

which Scaliger, again, correctly identified.40 Scaliger was even able to supply 

the missing words in the dictionary: next to the entry for اِحدَاث [iḥdāṯ] which is 

explicated in Turkish as يڭي كتورمك [yeñi�getürmek] (to bring novelty), Scaliger 

added the similar looking َاْحدَاث [aḥdāṯ] which he explicated as ‘Adolescentes, 

a�sing.َحِدث� Ho.’.41

More importantly, the Arabic entries are arranged by all the letters that a word 

contains rather than by root letters. This means that words that share the same 

root appear in various different places, which does not allow one to study the dif-

ferent forms together. Furthermore, the definitions are sometimes inconsistent or 

grammatically incorrect. For instance, we find اِخفا [iḫfā᾿ ], the verbal noun of the 

fourth form of the root ḫ-f-y, which is explained as gizlemek�(to hide), on page 4, 

line 3, under the chapter of alif, sub-chapter of alif, while ِخفا [ḫifā᾿ ] the verbal 

noun of the third form of the root ḫ-f-y, which is explained as gizlü�olmaḳ�(to be 

hidden) in Turkish, is on page 15, line 6, under the chapter of alif, sub-chapter 

of ḫā᾿. On page 771, line 5, under the chapter of yā᾿, sub-chapter of ḫā᾿, we find 

that both the verb ḫafiya (to be hidden)�in the first form and the adjective ḫafī�

(hidden) are explained in Turkish as gizlemek�(to hide). These peculiarities under-

standably triggered Hubert’s curiosity about the arrangement of Scaliger’s own 

dictionary. He believed that Scaliger would never have organised his work this way 

as he found it most unusual.42 Ultimately, there were many limitations to work-

ing with the Mirḳāt�ül-luġa. Attempting to learn both Arabic and Turkish with a 

dictionary that assumed fluency in Turkish, understandably, reaped little benefit, 

even for a gifted linguist such as Scaliger.

Scaliger and Hubert’s hard work might not have come to fruition by the time 

they exchanged this last letter, yet the scope of their interests is breathtaking, their 

aspiration to master such a great number of languages and disciplines is inspiring 

and their attention to detail is exemplary. But what is most striking is their deter-

mination, despite the lack of even the most basic of language learning tools, to 

truly understand texts originating from the parts of the world that remained dis-

hearteningly foreign.

39 LUB, ms. or. 237, p. 643, line 4.
40 LUB, ms. or. 237, p. 507, line 4.
41 LUB, ms. or. 237, p. 123, line 7.
42 See Hubert’s question on page 127 below.
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Letter from Hubert to Scaliger, dated 8 October 1608:

[line 1]43 Étienne Hubert to Joseph Scaliger, most famous and learned gen-

tleman.

[line 3] Since seeing your last letter (for it is often snatched away by people 

passionate about literature and about you), I have been feeling ashamed that I 

have failed to write back to you for such a long time.44 A new pain comes from 

remembering an annoyance which has led me in the wrong direction until 

now, so I was unable to rest my mind nor could I even complain about it. Fate 

had the same in store for my study of Arabic: others kept me away from it, 

so that I was neither able to use the lecture hall to explicate and study Arabic, 

nor be without it.45 But since I am unable to change the opinions of men who 

think that we have not stooped low enough to serve and therefore do not deserve 

the gifts of fortune, the only thing I have left is to change myself through this 

ferocious mind of mine. I cannot cope with the current situation, and I cannot 

bear to suffer or do unworthy things or to keep things to myself. Since for all 

of us the evil arose out of scholarship, I seek a solution through the same, and 

favour that we set up this study group among ourselves; three makes pleasant 

company, and I would prefer that to the noise of many. What part of his share 

Casaubon will contribute, he shall see for himself.

[line 17] I, for my part, have nothing to add to your splendid letter, especially 

since you have sniffed and ferreted out the African in me which I had thought 

was well hidden. Therefore, I must now surrender myself to the public, namely 

on Africa and Morocco. How this once extremely flourishing city has declined 

has certainly been reported to you, unlike to me: I had to measure its greatness 

and splendours on the basis of common rumours, Leo Africanus’ book, and with 

43 Line references are to the edition.
44 My English translation cuts the longer Latin clause ‘… pudor oritur … dolorque novus …’ 

(lit. … shame arises … and a new pain …)’ into two sentences; the manuscript has a colon here. 

The full stop in the printed edition is misleading.
45 Correspondence�of�Joseph�Justus�Scaliger, vol. 7, p. 636, ll. 7–9 reads ‘Haec fata mane-

bant, Arabicas literas ut in me quoque reciderent qui illis excipiendis colendisque, nec aula uti 

scirem, nec cancello�possem’ (my emphasis). For the word printed as ‘cancello’, the manuscript 

has ‘care[…]’, with the last part of the word illegible (fol. 141r, l. 7). The editors, however, read 

this as ‘can[…]’ and decided to conjecture ‘cancello’ in contrast with ‘aula’, which they translated 

as ‘court’. Hubert composed this letter in 1608, eight years after his return to France from the 

Moroccan Sultan Aḥmad al-Manṣūr’s court. By this time Hubert’s circumstances were entirely 

different: he had been serving as the Professor of Arabic at the Collège Royal and teaching 

regularly. It is therefore more likely that ‘aula’ here refers to a lecture hall or a meeting room at 

the college, rather than to the sultan’s court. My tentative translation is based on the conjecture 

‘nec carere possem’.
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the help of those who wanted me to go there.46 Yet, the genius of the place still 

remains, and although there are hardly any learned men in Morocco, knowl-

edge is avidly pursued there. Yet this thirst for knowledge is hampered by 

superstition, and satisfied only by one book, the Qur᾿ān, and by the stubborn 

desire to compare Classical with Modern Arabic. This serves as their school-

ing, and their leaders47 spend day and night on this. They bring books from 

here and there, even to housebound people, in order to settle disputes which 

largely revolve around vowels (and our folk may well laugh at this).

[line 30] I have said earlier that the common Arabic dialect differs from  

the classical language, and I want you to understand this as follows: in both, 

the same nouns designate the same things and the verbs have the same origin 

and roots. I acknowledge that you have said this absolutely correctly. Certainly, 

the differentiation in the cases of the nouns and tenses and persons of the verbs 

was greater in the classical language. And the modern language, unless it is very 

learned and refined, or draws on archaic expressions, has significantly shorter 

endings and can express much less.48 One only discusses matters that are in 

front of one’s eyes in the ordinary language.49 I believe, that I can rightly say 

that if one knows Classical Arabic, then one can easily understand the dialect, 

but the opposite is not true. For which modern Arab could understand ‘Bi-smi 

llāhi r-raḥmāni r-raḥīmi. Al-ḥamdu li-llāhi rabbi l-῾ālamīna’? Noone, I should 

think, unless he knows it from his usual daily prayers. They pronounce it thus 

in the dialect: ‘Bismillah rahmen rahim. Hamd lilla rabbi elamin’. ﷽ا  بسم 
العالمين رب   ﷽ الحمد  الرحيم   In the name of God, the merciful and the) الرحمن 

compassionate).

46 This influential book has been correctly identified by Botley and van Miert as De� totius�
Africae� descriptione� libri� IX,�Antwerp, 1556. The author, Leo Africanus, was born Ḥasan al- 

Wazzān and taken captive by the St John Knights in 1518 on his way from Cairo to Fez. He was 

first taken to Malta, then sent to Rome as an exotic gift to Pope Leo X. There he was imprisoned 

in Castel Sant’Angelo for two years, during which time he was catechised. Leo was baptised in 

1520 in the Basilica of St Peter’s by none other than the Pope. The theologian and humanist 

scholar Giles of Viterbo (1472–1532), who commissioned a Latin translation of the Qur᾿ān, was one 

of his three godfathers. As a native speaker of Arabic well-versed in Christian scripture, Africanus 

became a highly sought-after linguist among European scholars and corrected many Arabic manu-

scripts. On Africanus’ life and his description of Africa see N.Z. Davis, Trickster� Travels:�A�
Sixteenth-Century�Muslim�Between�Worlds, New York, 2006.

47 Alcaidae, from al-qā᾿id.
48 LBL, ms. Burney 366, fol. 141r, ll. 26–29: ‘Certe variatio illa casuum in nominibus et 

temporum et personarum in verbis maior in antiqua fuit et hodierna lingua nisi studiose exculta 

est et mutuo a veteri sumat, longe minor habet fines, minusque multa efferre potest.’ The line in 

bold has been left out accidentally by Botley and van Miert.
49 Cicero, Academica, I.5: ‘… de rebus ante oculos positis vulgari sermone disputant.’
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Fig.�1�– MS Burney 366, fol. 141r. © British Library Board
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[line 41] Royal edicts and letters sent to others, contain many expressions 

taken from Classical Arabic which the general public cannot understand, and the 

court officials, who have a good rhetorical education, are mostly concerned with 

this. I remember that Mawlāy Muḥammad ibn Mas῾ūd ῾Abd al-Malik, the grand-

son of the King of Morocco on his sister’s side, whose house we have visited 

often, used to say that if he were to use the Arabic-Latin (for this is what they 

call Classical Arabic), then nobody from the common crowd would understand 

him.50 Clénard seems to say the same thing in the letters he composed in Fez.51 

I would really like to know what you think of this excellent fellow and what you 

might have to report. It is quite safe to form a positive preliminary judgement 

about his ability, since bad fortune has left nothing of him except his resolution 

to study the Arabic language. Whether he was able to fulfil this desire or whether, 

owing to his death, he was unable to do so, I know very well that you will con-

sider him praiseworthy.

[line 51] Even the songs themselves – whether ancient or written by poets of 

a significant reputation – when they come down to the common people, who are 

overwhelmed by the archaic vocabulary, begin using a meter based on the popu-

lar pronunciation. The Moroccans tell wondrous stories about a poet called Ben 

Saul who, though Jewish, recast the whole Qur᾿ān as love poems with such 

skill – even if the Arabs hate him and consider his poetry ḥarām�(forbidden) – 

that they deny that women can listen to any of this poet’s works and be sensible 

at the same time.52 Therefore, when they commit a transgression, they have an 

50 LBL, ms. Burney 366, fol. 141r, ll. 37–39: ‘Memini Mulai Mahamed Ben Messaoud 

Abdelmeleq, Regis Marroqui ex sorore nepotem, cuius domum frequentabamus, dicere solitum si 
Arabico Latino (sic antiquum noninant) uti vellet neminem e plebe intellecturum.’ Correspondence�
of�Joseph�Justus�Scaliger, vol. 7, p. 637, l. 45 reads ’sic’, but the manuscript has ‘si[[c]]’, and this 

makes much better sense.
51 Nicolas Clénard (1495–1542), a Flemish humanist who became interested in Arabic after 

studying Hebrew. He travelled to Spain, Portugal and Morocco documenting his travels through 

the letters he wrote to friends. These are printed in Nicolai�Clenardi�Epistolarum�libri�duo, Antwerp, 

1566.
52 It was a common topos in the Islamic world to emphasise the greatness of a poet. Male poets 

were often characterised as painfully ugly men, who could still impress the most beautiful ladies 

with the sweetness of their tongues.

The person alluded to here is not the twelfth-century physician and translator Judah ben Saul ibn 

Tibbon as suggested by Botley and van Miert, but the celebrated thirteenth-century Andalusian poet 

Ibn Sahl of Seville, also known as Abū Isḥāq Ibrāhīm Ibn Sahl al-Isrā᾿īlī al-Išbīlī. Ibn Sahl, a Jewish 

convert to Islam, wrote a divān�comprising love poems addressed to two young male characters 

named Moses and Muḥammad with recurring references to qur᾿ānic passages. According to Hussain 

Monés, one of Ibn Sahl’s long poems ‘describes the march of a caravan of pilgrims towards Mecca, 

and palpitates with intense and dramatic Muslim sentiments rare in the poetry of that period’. See 

Hussain Monés, ‘Ibn Sahl’, in: P. Bearman, Th. Bianquis, C.E. Bosworth, E. van Donzel and 
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acceptable excuse ready, namely that they listened to a poem by Ben Saul. Si�

non�fu�vero,�fu�ben�trovato�(Even if it was not true, it was well invented).

[line 59] It is not easy for me to say anything about the Maronites. I saw them 

in Rome, but at that time I did not know the language that well. Here we have 

someone from Cairo who used to live with them for a certain time in Rome. He 

knows nothing about grammar, but can read and write fairly competently. He 

understands the Qur᾿ān for the most part, as well as works of historiography, pro-

vided that they are well-written. Yet he cannot understand those that have obscure 

literary features and contain eloquent poems. This is quite extraordinary. It clearly 

shows that the ocean of this language is extremely vast.

[line 65] The young Turkish man whom I have already mentioned to you was 

even more able.53 He had read poetry and learnt it by heart, and not just the poetry 

of his native Buda. You know that he helped me in understanding the Turkish 

in the Arabic-Turkish dictionary.54 Yet Vāfir Ḥüseyin, as he is called, whether out 

of ignorance or jealousy – for he is very superstitious – only reports to me one 

out of many meanings; and I only realised this lately. For he departed for Rome 

W.P. Heinrichs, eds,�Encyclopaedia�of�Islam:�Second�Edition, http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573-3912_

islam_SIM_3349, accessed 24 October 2016. On his life, see Muhammed Soualah, Ibrâhîm�ibn�Sahl,�
poète�musulman�d’Espagne,� son�Pays,� sa�Vie,� son�Œuvre� et� sa�Valeur� littéraire, Algiers, 1914–

1919. His divān�has been published numerous times and translated into English: The�Diwan�of�
Abu�Ishaq�Ibrahim�ibn�Abu�ʻAish�ibn�Sahl�al�Israili,�Arthur Wormhoudt, ed. and tr., [Oskaloosa, IA], 

1981. Arie Schippers explains why devout Muslims disapproved of Ibn Sahl’s mocking style in 

‘Humorous Approach of the Divine in the Poetry of Al-Andalus: The Case of Ibn Sahl’ in: G. Borg 

and E. de Moor, eds, Representations�of�the�Divine�in�Arabic�Poetry, Amsterdam, 2001, pp. 119–

135.
53 Hubert had already reported to Scaliger on 31 January 1608 that de Brèves had brought with 

him a Turkish youth who was taught Arabic until the age of twelve. He was also educated in Persian, 

able to read and write in his native Turkish extremely well, and could even understand and speak 

Latin, which he thought was rare for a Turk. If Scaliger had difficulty deciphering something in 

Persian or Turkish, then he should just send Vāfir Ḥüseyin the unintelligible Turkish characters he 

had, and he would get back to him with the whole sentence. Even if he did not know a great deal of 

Arabic, he still served as a ‘whetstone’, through translation of Arabic into Turkish.

É. Hubert to J.J. Scaliger, 31 January 1608 (Correspondence�of�Joseph�Justus�Scaliger, vol. 7, 

pp. 398–99, ll. 93–104): ‘Adduxit iuvenem Turcam literis Arabicis a puero ad XII aetatis annum 

instructum. Persice etiam doctum, Turcice legere et scribere promptissimum et qui Latine intelligit 

et loquitur, quod in Turca rarum. ... Si quid interim habes quod te torqueat in Persicis aut Turcicis, 

si vel dimidiatos characteres Turcicos efformatos miseris, integram tibi sententiam remittet. Nam 

licet magnam Arabicae linguae partem ignoret, ut par est eum qui ad XII tantum aetatis annum in 

ludo literario fuerit, tamen fungitur vice cotis, et interpretatione Turcica sua e regione cuiuslibet 

dictionis Arabicae intellecta, certissima edit oracula.’
54 LBL, ms. Burney 366, fol. 141v: ‘Eius opera scis me usum in Turcica interpretatione 

cuiusdam dictionarii Arabo-Turcici [[ex quo nomine …]].’

It is unfortunate that Hubert could not quite remember the title of the Arabic-Turkish dictionary. 

He crossed out ‘by the name of’ and ended his sentence abruptly.
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with de Brèves, the King’s ambassador, and from there he was – I believe – to 

go to Constantinople, since in Rome such studies languish, or rather, have been 

completely extinct since the death of Pope Gregory XIII.

[line 74] Next, I should say something about Turkish: its pronunciation dif-

fers in the provinces, as you rightly remark, but at court, it is stable and quite 

easy, as I am told.55 I regret not having learnt it from my Turkish man, but I had 

no idea that it would be so important compared to Arabic. Moreover, he went 

away to read Turkish every day. I know that this would have benefitted our 

research. I have a glossary containing two thousand words.56 Each day, I compile 

more, in this order: Turkish from Arabic. I wish that your rich dictionary were 

what people call ‘the Turkish Qāmūs’.57 Please instruct a student to calculate the 

number of words quickly. I shall then be able to consider my Arabic-Turkish 

dictionary comprising ten thousand entries of either language complete.

[line 84] In what I have written about the African language, I do not know 

whether I made it entirely clear that it is one and the same everywhere, namely 

vernacular Arabic, unless there is some part of Africa that has escaped me. For 

even the black people from Gago,58 whom Mawlāy Ḥāmid conquered when I 

was there and who were brought to Morocco, grunt in a degenerate – and hence 

obscure – version of Arabic.59 The whole Berber country speaks Arabic. Therefore, 

55 Scaliger had informed Hubert on 22 March 1608 that ‘Turkish is spoken differently in 

Constantinople than it is in other parts of Anatolia.’ He had also discovered that Turkish had a unique 

consonant which did not exist in Arabic or Persian, namely the sağır�kēf�or ñēf�(ڭ) pronounced as 

a nasal ñ. He remarked: ‘They write بڭ and say “beng”, and other similar examples that I cannot 

remember. Why! Don’t we French do the same? Don’t the English, whose language features a 

greater variety than all the other European languages?’

J.J. Scaliger to É. Hubert, 22 March 1608 (Correspondence�of�Joseph�Justus�Scaliger, vol. 7, 

p. 464, lines 94–99): ‘Sed et Turcica lingua aliter Constantinopoli, aliter in partibus Anatoliae pro-

nuntiatur. ... Scribunt بڭ et pronuntiant “beng,” et alia ad eum modum, quae non memini. Quid? 

Nonne idem nos Galli facimus? Non Angli, in quorum idiomate magis eminet ea diversitas quam in 

reliquis totius Europae?’
56 See note 21 above.
57 Indeed, Scaliger’s dictionary was in part a translation of the famous Qāmūs�al-muḥīṭ� by 

al-Fīrūzābādī. See above page 119.
58 Gao in Mali.
59 The Moroccan ruler had sent troops to conquer Gao in 1590 and the mercenary commander 

Ǧu᾿ḏar Pasha had conquered the city after winning the Battle of Tondibi (1591). But Ǧu᾿ḏar 

remained in Gao and ruled the city on his own accord. It was only in 1599, the year Hubert spent 

in Fez, that another army was sent, Ǧu᾿ḏar yielded to the Sultan and returned to Morocco. The 

eye-witness account of the English merchant Jasper Tomson reports Ǧu᾿ḏar arrival, giving a 

detailed description of the booty he brought with him to appease Mawlāy Ḥāmid.

Jasper Thomson to Richard Thomson, 24 June 1599 (old style) (H. de Castries, ed., Les�sources�
inédites�de�l’histoire�du�Maroc:�archives�et�bibliothèques�d’Angleterre, vol. 2, Paris, 1925, p. 146): 

‘Six days past, here arrived a nobleman from Gago, called Judar Basha, who was sent by this king 
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the ancient Punic language, about which you taught me many noteworthy things, 

is clearly extinct to the best of my knowledge.60

[line 90] You mentioned Justus Raphelengius, and that reminds me to ask you 

what you think about the extent of his knowledge of Turkish.61 I would make a 

new kind of wish, if I said that I would like him to know Turkish better than me. 

If this is so, it would be great, and I would miss Ḥüseyin less. Raphelengius 

could be approached at one point about the Arabic-Turkish dictionary that you 

have.

[line 93] I have the following opinion about your own dictionary: it is 

extremely large, and since it is animated solely by your own efforts, it is rightly 

valued by both you and us.62 This said, it lacks helpful vowel signs. I also ask: 

is the arrangement in your dictionary the same as the Arabic-Turkish one? That 

cannot be the case.63 But forget the arrangement. Does it have as many words? 

Or, if it lacks certain words, would one think of replacing the ones that yours 

lacks with those in the Arabic-Turkish one and hoping to receive an explanation 

from heaven, unless it just occurs to one whilst reading?

You are quite right in thinking that the harvest from Arabic is still green and 

we have more work to do, most learned Scaliger. If only people were grateful 

for your intellectual efforts. For I have not yet made a name for myself, nor do 

I expect to become famous, as this would put many more obstacles in my way 

among my countrymen than you could imagine. But literary studies have become 

worthless. It would be great if it were to bear other fruits than honesty and virtue. 

Let us now hear this in Persian: ‘For you seek knowledge on account of the 

vulgar and the great men, not to be freed from this world’.

ten years past to conquer the said country, wherein many people of this country have lost their 

lives. He brought with him thirty camels, laden with tibr�  which is unrefined gold (yet the ,[تبر]

difference is but six shillings in an ounce weight between it and ducats); also great store of pepper, 

unicorns, horns and a certain kind of wood for dyers, to some one hundred twenty camel-loads; 

all of which he presented unto the king, with fifty horses, and a great quantity of eunuchs, dwarfs 

and women and men slaves, besides fifteen virgins, the king’s daughters of Gago, which he sendeth 

to be the king’s concubines. You must note all these be of coal black hair, for that country yield-

eth no other.’
60 For Scaliger’s remarks on the Punic language, see J.J. Scaliger to É. Hubert, 22 March 1608 

(Correspondence�of�Joseph�Justus�Scaliger, vol. 7, pp. 464–465, ll. 107–117).
61 See notes 7 and 8 above.
62 See note 17 above. Scaliger began compiling his Arabic-Latin dictionary in 1597, mentioned 

it to the Dutch theologian Martin Lydius in his letter dated 20 November 1600, and shared his 

sources with Hubert in a letter dated 22 March 1608. The dictionary has over twenty thousand 

words. Occasionally, the equivalents of Arabic words in other languages including Hebrew, Greek, 

Turkish and Persian are given.
63 On the organisation of the Arabic-Turkish dictionary that Scaliger owned, see above 

pp. 119–120.
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Fig.�2�– MS Burney 366, fol. 141v. © British Library Board
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[line 107]

’Talibi ilm est behri am ou cháas‘ طالب علمست بهر عام وخاص 

Ni qui tabaiet ez in alem chhalas’64‘ ني كه تا بايد از ين عالم خلاص 

[line 109] Brother Peter65 wanted to embellish the first translation of the Qur᾿ān, 

but only corrupted it further. I seem to regard it as naked and pure after the trap-

pings of the Latin language have been removed. Take the example of chapter 8, 

book 4 of the Qur᾿ān, which is sura 55; towards the end, you have an argument 

— the Arabic context is as follows: ْوَم لا َيْخرُجوَن َولَا ُهْم ُيْسَتْعَتُبون -Our trans 66.َفالْيَ

lator67 renders it as follows: ‘Igitur hodie non egredientur ex illo neque illi 

morabuntur.’68 Brother Peter renders it better on the basis of the old translation. 

‘Hodie nec vos quisquam educet, nec excusatio vestra credetur.’69 For ِعتاب ‘to 

64 This is a quote from the celebrated thirteenth-century Ṣūfī poet Mavlānā Ǧalāl ad-Dīn 

Rūmī’s Masnavī, 2:2431: ‘(For) he is seeking knowledge on account of the vulgar and the noble, 

not in order that he may win release from this world.’ (R.A. Nicholson’s translation.)
65 Peter the Venerable (c. 1092/4–1156), Abbot of Cluny, prepared the first Latin translation 

of the Qur᾿ān with the help of Robert of Ketton and Hermann of Carinthia. The Protestant human-

ist scholar Theodore Bibliander (1505–1564) edited and printed the translation, along with com-

mentaries on Islam and other Islamic texts, in 1543. Two further editions were issued in 1550 and 

1556.
66 Qur᾿ān, 45:35: ‘Therefor this day they come not forth from thence, nor can they make 

amends.’ (Pickthall translation).
67 Hubert is referring to the Latin translation of 1518/1525 commissioned by Cardinal Giles 

of Viterbo. The translation was initially carried out by Ionannes Gabriel Terrolensis, most probably 

an Aragonese Muslim from Teruel. In 1525, Leo Africanus (see note 46 above) corrected the text. 

There are two surviving manuscript copies of the text, namely Milan, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, 

ms. D 100 Inf. and Cambridge, University Library, ms. Mm. 5.26.

The Cambridge manuscript and its annotations have been analysed in detail in T. Burman, 

Reading�the�Qur᾿ān�in�Latin�Christendom,�1140–1560, Philadelphia, PA, 2007, pp. 168-173. Burman 

had suggested that the annotator could be William Tyndale (1494–1536), the first translator of the 

Bible into English due to an ownership inscription on a blank folio in the beginning of the manu-

script. Alastair Hamilton has since identified the annotator as Casaubon. See A. Hamilton, ‘The 

Long Apprenticeship: Casaubon and Arabic’ in A. Grafton and J. Weinberg, eds, ‘I�have�always�
loved� the�Holy�Tongue’:� Isaac�Casaubon,� the� Jews,� and� a�Forgotten�Chapter� in�Renaissance�
Scholarship, Cambridge, MA and London, 2011, pp. 293–306 (306).

A modern critical edition of the text has been prepared by K.K. Starczewska, Latin�Translation�
of�the�Qur᾿ān�(1518/1621)�commissioned�by�Edigio�da�Viterbo:�Critical�Edition�and�Introductory�
Study, PhD thesis, University of Barcelona, 2012.

68 Starczewska, Latin�Translation�of�the�Qur᾿ān, (as in n. 67), p. 525, ll. 72–73.
69 Hubert is no doubt quoting from Bibliander’s printed edition which was widely available. 

T. Bibliander, ed., Machumetis� Saracenorum� principis� eiusque� successorum� vitae� ac� doctrina�
ipseque�Alcoran�…, [Basle], 1550, p. 155, ll. 32–33.

On Bibliander’s edition see Burman, Reading�the�Qur᾿ān�in�Latin�Christendom (as in n. 67), 

pp. 110–121.
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excuse’ is قاقمق ‘cacmec’ in Turkish.70 In this way, he translated the correct sense 

from elsewhere, although he changed the person on his own account. After 

400 years of labour, he is wretched by us; we deride his work or we are rather 

irritated by it. If he were still alive, we would be able to recover, somehow, 

this first translation. Or, maybe we should embellish these elegant translators 

in his skin.

[121] I very much applaud and admire the abundance of your library. I wished 

that you would return to us together with these very dear pledges, if only it is 

right to wish for this, since you live among well-deserving people. You alone 

have acquired more of these books than what we have in all of France. For in 

the Royal Library, there are no Arabic books apart from some copies of the 

Qur᾿ān and a fragment of Dioscorides. I have long searched for Postel’s books 

until I heard that his Arabic books are housed in the library of the Cardinal 

Joyeuse71 and found fifteen Arabic volumes that had been dispersed which carry 

the name of Postel in his own hand.72 Some bishop of Montpellier by the name 

of Pellicier73 had obtained these books; he was a learned man, but I do not know 

whether he knew Arabic. For I have seen nothing of the annotations of this man, 

nor of Postel’s, possibly because of the inexperience of those who packed up 

only the bound books.74

[131] I will look through the whole library of this Cardinal when time permits, 

in order to give their deserved fame to both of them, in case they contributed 

something to the study of Arabic letters. I do not know whether Pellicier was up 

70 Although the dictionary he used gave the correct equivalent, Hubert was mistaken. The 

Turkish equivalent of ῾itāb�is indeed قاقيمق [ḳāḳımak], but the meaning of this infinitive (maṣdar) 
is ‘to reproach’, not ‘to excuse’. Interestingly, if one looks up ῾itāb�in the dictionary Hubert was 

compiling, PBnF, ms. arabe 4349, folio 126a, col. 2, line 19, one will see that Hubert soon realised 

his mistake and crossed out ‘s’excuser’, and replaced it with the correct ‘tancer, se fascher’, with 

a reference to the relevant passage in the Qur᾿ān, ‘ch. 8 du Liv. 4.e de L’Alcoran.’
71 On the library of François de Joyeuse (1562–1615), which also comprised the printed books 

from the library of Pierre Pithou (1539–1596), see J.W. Montgomery, The�Libraries�of�France�at�
the�Ascendency�of�Mazarin:�Louis� Jacob’s�Traicté� des� plus� belles� bibliothéques,�Part�Two,� in�
English�Translation�and�with�Notes, PhD thesis, University of Chicago, 1962, pp. 140–141.

72 See below ‘A note on Postel’s Arabic manuscripts’.
73 The French prelate Guillaume Pellicier (c.1490–1568) was appointed ambassador to Venice 

in 1539, whence he came back with a large collection of Greek, Latin and Oriental manuscripts. 

The catalogue of Pellicier’s library is printed in A. Tausserat-Radel, Correspondence�politique�de�
Guillaume�Pellicier, Paris, 1899, pp. 698–704. The inventory comprises 332 items, among which 

are listed an ‘Arabic word-list in Latin transliteration’ (no. 281) and a ‘Qur᾿ān with gold lettering’ 

(no. 291).
74 Hubert means that he did not come across any marginal notes or annotations by either 

scholar in their books, but this might be because their notes, possibly kept separately as unbound 

bundles, may have not been preserved by the people who collected their books.
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to the task, since he devoted all his efforts to Pliny and left a huge commentary 

on his work, written in his own hand.75 The most illustrious Cardinal bought his 

library and incorporated it into his own.76 But many books have perished due to 

the elements. Recently, I have secretly seen some Hebrew manuscripts, yet I had 

to put them back unread, since they were corrupted by sea-water. I have given 

these books to the care of the keeper. They were also destroyed by fire putting the 

whole library in great danger. I am apprehensive of another disaster. The library 

is preserved in Normandy, a great seat of learning.77 The most illustrious Cardi-

nal allowed for these Arabic books to be transferred to Paris at my urging and 

from among them he lent me the Arabic-Turkish dictionary with the wonderful 

Turkish characters.78 Yet, some of his servants were too fervent and envied me 

the benefit of this library, the bookworms and cockroaches, they gnawed away 

my beloved and took it away from me! Unfortunately, these are the ‘great men’ 

of our times.

[line 146] Since we are talking about books, and given the lack of them, 

which is so great one ought to know which books each individual possesses, our 

Turkish friend Ḥüseyin recently bought ten or twelve Arabic-Persian and Turkish 

books from Maltese oarsmen in Marseilles. Among them was a certain poem about 

the love of Joseph in Turkish,79 of which we have the original Persian version 

here. [[The author]] …80 It is greatly valued by the Turks; therefore I shall write 

the beginning of the book in Persian, so that you can recognise it:81

75 Pellicier’s autograph commentary on Pliny, no. 61 in the Inventory� (see note 73), is now 

PBnF, ms. latin 6808.
76 Cardinal Joyeuse’s collection was formed out of three other libraries: those of Postel, Pithou 

and Pellicier.
77 Cardinal Joyeuse was the Archbishop of Rouen.
78 This is now Berlin, Staatsbibliothek (hereafter BeSB), ms. Phillipps 1391.
79 This is the Qur᾿ānic tale of Yūsuf�u�Zulayḫā, told and retold in the Islamic world for centuries. 

The verses supplied here by Hubert come from the most celebrated version by the Sufi poet Ǧāmī 

(1414–1492). There were several Ottoman renderings of the Ǧāmī version in circulation during 

the seventeenth century. 
80 Hubert started a sentence beginning with the word�‘author’, but then crossed it out. It seems 

he could not remember the name of the author.
81 These are the opening lines from the prologue of Yūsuf�u�Zulayḫā. The previous editors did 

not always reproduce Hubert’s Persian text correctly, and their errors are silently corrected here using 

Ǧāmī, Joseph�und�Suleïcha:�historisch-romantisches�Gedicht.�Kitāb-ı�Yūsuf�u�Zulayḫā, Vienna, 

1824. Moreover, Hubert himself wrote a few strange forms, which are discussed in the notes. To 

give the reader a flavour of the poetic nature of this passage, I quote Ralph T.H. Griffith’s verse 

rendering of the passage:

Unfold, O God, the bud of hope: disclose

From Thine eternal Paradise one rose

Whose breath may flood my brain with odour, while

The bud’s leaf-liplets make my garden smile.
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Fig.�3�– MS Burney 366, fol. 142r. © British Library Board
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[line 152]

الِهي غنجهِء امید بكشا  ڭلي از روضهء82 ِرجاوید83 بنما
‘Illahi ghongehi oumid becoucha  Gulli ezreouzahi regeid […]’

بخندان از لب اين غنجه باغم  وزين كل عطرا پردر84 كن دماغم
‘Bichhandan ezlebi in ghonge baghem.  Vezin ghul iter purdur quundimaghem’

درين محنت سراي بي مواسا  بنعمتهاي خويشم كن شناسا
‘Derin mihnet serahi bi mevasssa  Benimetai hhischem qun chinass’

ضميرم را سپاس انديشه كردان  زبانم را ستايش پيشه كردان
‘Zamiran ra sipas endiche querdan  Zebanem ra sitaisch pische querdan’

[line 161] You will easily recognise the hendecasyllabic meter. Here is the trans-

lation; please judge it.

1–2:  Lord, open the unopened rose for me to hope, and show the opened rose of the 

garden of reflection.

3–4:  Make that my vine (that is, my soul) smiles from the lip of the unopened rose. 

And fill from this rose with the sweetest smell my brain.

5–6:  In the miserable changing palace, make that I recognise your grace towards me.

7–8:  Let my mind thank you. Bring it about that the praise of my tongue is like an 

art.

[line 172] Among those books, there was a certain poem in Tatar entitled The�

Feats�of�Tamerlane. It is written in Turkic script and the language is nearly the 

same as Turkish.85 There was also a Persian book, a prose work entitled On�the�

Education�of�the�Children�of�the�Persian�King.86 The other things concerned the 

O grant that I, in this drear world of woe,

The boundless riches of Thy grace may know.

May gratitude to Thee my thoughts employ;

To sing Thy praises be my task and joy.
82 My correction; Hubert omitted the diacritical mark on the ḍād, but his transliteration makes 

clear that this is the intended (and correct) reading.
83 As is clear from the transliteration, Hubert read the non-sensical raǧāvīd�and rendered it 

as ‘considerationis’, but the vulgate tradition has ǧāvīd�(eternal); I was unable to fathom why he 

adopted this reading and translation.
84 Again, Hubert reads the non-sensical purdur�for the correct reading of the vulgate parwar�

(refreshing).
85 This could be the fifteenth-century Persian historian Šaraf ad-Dīn ῾Alī Yazdī’s Ẓafarnāma.�

What Hubert means by ‘Tatar’ is Chaghatay Turkish. There are two extant Chaghatay Turkish 

translation of the Ẓafarnāma but both of these are in prose. See E. Binbaş, Intellectual�Networks�
in�Timurid�Iran:�Sharaf�al-Dīn�῾Alī�Yazdī�and�the�Islamicate�Republic�of�Letters, Cambridge, 2016, 

pp. 218–219. One wonders what Hubert had seen.
86 Possibly the eleventh-century mirror for princes Kābūsnāme�by Keykāvūs ibn Iskandar.
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Qur᾿ān and holy rituals. If one has to violate the law, then I certainly had to 

violate it. I was not able to take away these from their unrightful owner. I should 

have bought those books away, paying twice their worth. But I, like many of us, 

am somewhat feeble, and it was impossible for me to persuade him either by 

entreaty or by prize that he would sell them to me. Eventually, I wrenched from 

him, with quite a bit of coins, a certain geographer which he himself neglected, 

or should I rather say an Arabic author of natural history who described the 

marvels of the world and where one should visit them.87 I shall see what all this 

means as soon as I have occasion to make myself familiar with the book; for 

until now, I merely prepared the instruments.88

[line 183] With God as my guide and you as standard-bearer, and armed with 

the trilingual Arabic-Persian-Turkish dictionary, to fulfil my duty, primarily to 

read Avicenna,89 whose insights, among other things, I use to treat friends and 

the poor; in this way I want to be and be considered a physician. This is less of 

a waste of time and the magnificent work cannot deceive one’s hope. This is the 

only area that is left to me without imitators. I shall beautify it. Were there to 

be, for the rest of my life, only one honest and challenging matter of inquiry with 

a single reward at the end, I shall never busy myself with anything else unless 

the good God shows me a better way.

[191] But I have not said anything about your books yet. Among them is  

a copy of the New Testament written in the desert in the region of Thebes:90  

I would like to know whether it differs from the one printed in Rome.91 There 

is the possibility to compare a passage from the second chapter of Mark, where 

there is a difficulty which is worthy of your attention, a difficulty which always 

caused problems. Therefore, I referred to our Latin Vulgate translation of Mark, 

87 This is likely al-Idrīsī’s Kitāb�Nuzhat�al-muštāq,�printed by the Typographia Medicea in Rome 

in 1592. The author’s name was omitted from the edition, hence Hubert dubs him ‘a certain Arab 

geographer’. Scaliger owned a copy, which he annotated. This is now LUB, shelf mark 842 D 12. 

Casaubon’s annotated copy was in the Bodleian Library in 1843 according to the Catalogus�
Librorum�Impressorum�Bibliothecae�Bodleianae�in�Academia�Oxoniensi, vol. 2, Oxford, 1843, 

p. 133. Casaubon and his younger friend Adriaen Willemsz’ partial translation of the work is 

in OBL, ms. Casaubon 17, fols 81r-96r. See Hamilton, ‘The Long Apprenticeship’ (as in n. 67), 

p. 297.
88 i.e. dictionaries, lexical tools.
89 The Typographia Medicea printed an Arabic edition of Ibn Sīnā’s al-Qānūn�in 1593. Casau-

bon read his copy with Willemsz. Hubert’s annotated copy (see note 13 above) has references to the 

Arabic-Turkish dictionary on pp. 283 and 412. See Jones, Learning�Arabic, p. 226, n. 62.
90 Thebes in Egypt. The manuscript alluded to is now LUB, ms. or. 217, which may have 

been used for Erpenius’ edition Novum�D.N.�Jesu�Christi�Testamentum�arabice�ex�Bibliotheca�
Leidensi�..., Leiden, 1616. See Vrolijk and van Ommen, ‘All�My�Books’, pp. 65–67.

91 The Typographia Medicea issued an Arabic edition of the four Gospels in 1591. Casaubon 

acquired a copy (now LBL, shelf mark Or.72.c.5.) in 1601 and worked on it together with Willemsz 

from 1603 onwards. See Hamilton, ‘The Long Apprenticeship’, p. 297.
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chapter 3. It is said there that Christ, our saviour, retired away from the crowd 

to the house, when the crowd became violent the Evangelist says: ‘exierunt sui 

tenere eum’ (his people went out to hold him) κρατῆσαι αὐτόν. Here we have 

to remove the first ‘wart’92 from the interpretation of learned men, who say that 

αὐτόν always refers to ὄχλος (crowd). The following sentence ἔλεγον γὰρ ὅτι 
ἐξέστη (For they said that he has become mad) presents the greatest difficulty, 

although in discussing this passage, scholars of both sides are in wondrous agree-

ment. But the Arabic language has not yet interrupted anybody’s sleep. Now, we 

shall enlighten them. The Arabic text printed in Rome reads: قايلين انه ساهي القلب 
saying that ‘he (was) deficient in heart’.93 The fact that heart (qalb) occurs here 

clearly shows that the apostles pretended and feigned that there was a mental 

defect in our saviour, which obviously could not harm his mind. Except for the 

word 94,ساهي which in common Cairo parlance means ‘cold of heart’, as one says. 

This word goes back to the root سهو, which means ‘to neglect’ and is explained in 

Turkish as اِْيَلمْك  se negliger, se laisser aller’ [to neglect‘ [ġaflet�ėylemek] َغْفَلْت 

oneself],95 which is familiar to those who suffer from stomach upsets, and it 

precedes the kind of fainting which affects those enduring prolonged hunger, 

when the pneuma does not return from the ‘mine’96 to other parts of the body.’97 

As Avicenna says, المعدن في  الموجود  على  يفضل   it does not surpass that) 98 فلا 

92 i.e. blemish.
93 Al-Inǧīl� al-muqaddas� li-rabbinā�Yasū῾� al-Masīḥ, Rome, 1591, p. 121, line 8. The text of 

Scaliger’s manuscript, LUB, ms. or. 217, fol. 39a, line 2, reads exactly the same. I thank Vevian 

F. Zaki for bringing this to my attention.
94 Botley and van Miert transcribed this erroneously as ساعي in the edition.
95 The same phenomenon as with ῾itāb�and ḳāḳımak�occurs here and Hubert is mistaken in 

the same manner. The Turkish equivalent of the Arabic word sahī� is, indeed, ġaflet�ėylemek, 

but they both mean ‘to be ignorant of’ and not ‘to neglect’. In Hubert’s own dictionary, PBnf, 

ms. arabe 4349, the entry for sahī�is found on fol. 109r, column 1, line 18. This time he failed to 

notice his error.
96 Minera�here is a calque on the Arabic ma῾din�which means ‘resting place’ or ‘place where 

something is available in abundance’. Hubert appears to have understood that it refers to the inside 

of the body: when the pneuma is blocked inside the body and cannot reach the other parts, fainting 

occurs.
97 LBL, ms. Burney 366, fol. 142v, ll. 41–42: ‘… et syncopes speciem illam praecedit quam 

diutius tolerata fames efficit, quando non redundat spiritus a minera in partes alias.’

In the edition Botley and van Miert corrected ‘minera’ to ‘viscere’ without a valid explanation.
98 This is a quotation from Avicenna’s discussion of fainting (ar. ġaṯy, gr. συγκοπή) from 

al-Qānūn, kitāb 3, fann 11, maqāla 2, faṣl 6. Ibn Sinā, Kitāb�al-Qānūn� (as in note 13 above), 

p. 417, ll. 9–10: الغشي تعطل جل القوى المحركة الحساسة لضعف الّقلب واجتماع الروح كله إليه بسبب تحّركه 
.إلى داخل أو بسبب محقنه في داخل فلا يجد متنفسًا أو لقّلته ورقته فلا يفضل على الموجود في المعدن

This corresponds to the Latin translation as printed in Liber�Canonis,�De�medicinis�cordialibus,�
et�Cantica, Gerard of Cremona, trans., Basel, 1556, Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, shelf-

mark 2 Med. g. 17, p. 516, ll. 4–7: Lib.�III,�Fen.�XI,�Tractatus�II,�Cap.�6:�‘Syncopis est destructio 

plurium uirtutum, motiuae & sensibilis, propter debilitatem cordis, & aggregationem spiritus totius 
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which is found in the mine). This causes the heart to be weak and the faculties 

of movement and sensation to fail completely.99 You have to examine the Greek 

word ἐξέστη (he became mad). I leave discussing the convenient substitution 

by some of ἐξεπλάγη (he was struck with fear); if you can confirm this through 

examples from Greek authors, then this will leave no doubt. I do not have the 

necessary books at hand at present.

[line 214] You advised me to think that Postel had more help from the Turk-

ish language to understand Arabic rather than attacking Arabic first. I did not 

see any written annotations in his hand in this dictionary, nor in any other of his 

books. I am very surprised at such restraint in a man who was able to hear Turk-

ish quite often.

بر اودر معرفت وحشي اني يازمقدرر طوتمق
‘Bir aouder marifet vacchi100 ani iazmec durur dutmec.’101

‘Knowledge is a wild beast, and to write is to retain it.’

As Postel said himself in his preface: ‘in great endeavours it is enough to try’,102 

and all things can be forgiven to those who begin, as long as they know when 

to stop writing, which I can hardly do.

ad ipsum propter causam mouentem ad interiora, aut propter causam praefocantem ipsum interius, 

quare non inuenit spiraculum, aut propter paruitatem: aut subtilitatem suam, quare non superfluit 

super illum, qui inuenitur in minera.’

English translation: Fainting is the cessation of all the motor and sensory faculties, owing to the 

heart being weak, and all pneuma accumulating in it, because the pneuma moves inside or because 

something blocks it inside, so that it does not find a place to breathe, or owing to the fact that the 

pneuma is little and subtle, so that it cannot dominate the pneuma found in the ‘mine’ (ma῾din).

Hubert evidently read the Arabic text with the help of Gerard of Cremona’s Latin translation. He 

even copied the Latin chapter headings, in this instance De�speciebus�syncopis�et�causis�eius�et�causa�
mortis�subitae, from the 1556 edition in order to navigate this enormous tome more easily. The heavily 

annotated index of his Arabic edition (see note 13 above) has the Latin chapter headings for each chapter, 

which are then repeated in the main text. See R. Jones, ‘The Medici Oriental Press (Rome 1584–1614) 

and the Impact of its Arabic Publications on Northern Europe’,�in: G. Russell, ed., The�‘Arabick’�Inter-
est�of�the�Natural�Philosophers�in�Seventeenth-Century�England, Leiden, 1994, pp. 88–108 (93).

I thank Peter E. Pormann for identifying the Avicenna quote.
99 The manuscript clearly reads ‘… unde debilitas cordis et praeceps facultatum movendi 

sentiendique lapsus.’

In the edition Botley and van Miert erroneously transcribe ‘movendi’ as ‘monendi’.
100 Here Hubert transliterates the Turkish word vaḥşi�(wild). Botley and van Miert’s edition 

wrongly transcribes this as ‘bacchi’.
101 Hubert’s Turkish has a few errors, but this phrase is still identifiable as the Turkish transla-

tion of the famous Arabic proverb قيد والكتابة  صيد  �al-῾ilmu] العلم  ṣaydun�wa-l-kitābatu�qaydun] 

(Knowledge is a hunt and writing it down is tying it down).
102 The (rather crude) woodcut on the title-page of Postel’s Linguarum�duodecim�characte-

ribus�differentium�alphabetum, Paris, 1538, reproduces the old adage ‘in magnis voluisse sat est’ 
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Fig.�4�– MS Burney 366, fol. 142v. © British Library Board
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Farewell, most famous gentleman.

Paris, 8 October 1608

A note on Postel’s Arabic manuscripts
As Hubert relates, fifteen of Postel’s Arabic manuscripts carrying his ownership 

inscription had passed on to Cardinal Joyeuse and were made available briefly 

to Hubert. The fate of these books has been documented exceptionally well for 

an early modern Oriental book collection.

Upon the Cardinal’s death in 1615, his library was bequeathed to the Collège 

de Clermont. Nine of Postel’s Arabic manuscripts are identified in the catalogue 

of the college library.103 These are:

no. XX: Codex, Oriental paper, in quarto, unbound, lacking the beginning, 105 fols, 

Qur᾿ān commentary.

no. XXI: Codex, paper, in folio, 173 fols, Hadiths of Muhammad on death and 

paradise.

no. XXX: Codex, Oriental paper, in folio, 221 fols, Ibn Rušd’s commentaries 

on Aristotle’s Organon�and Rhetoric.104

no. XXXIV: Codex, Oriental paper, in quarto, badly damaged with holes in 

the margins of many pages, 109 fols, Five books of Euclid’s Elements, with 

figures.105

no. XXXVI: Two codices, Oriental paper, in quarto, 336 fols and 226 fols, 

The third part, the end of the fourth and the fifth parts of Ibn Sīnā’s al-�

Qānūn.106

no. XXXVIII: Codex, oriental paper, in quarto, 264 fols, Ibn Sīnā’s al-Qānūn�

with Turkish explication.

no. XLV: Codex, Oriental paper, in small folio, 90 fols, Anonymous Arabic 

grammar, with Arabic-Turkish lexicon and syntax.

no. XLVI: Codex, Oriental paper, in quarto, 114 fols,

1. Arabic grammar with dictionary and syntax.

in Samaritan, Syriac, Arabic, Hebrew, Ethiopian and Armenian, as well as Greek and Latin.
103 Catalogus�manuscriptorum�codicum�collegii�Claromontani, Paris, 1764, pp. 7–12.
104 This is now LUB, ms. or. 2073. Catalogued in J.J. Witkam, Inventory�of�the�Oriental�Manu-

scripts�of�the�Library�of�the�University�of�Leiden, vol. 3, p. 30, http://www.islamicmanuscripts.info/

inventories/leiden/or03000.pdf.
105 This is now Copenhagen, Det Kongelige Bibliotek, ms. cod. arab. 81. Catalogued in Cata-

logue�of�Oriental�Manuscripts�in�Danish�Collections, vol. 5.1, pp. 281–285.
106 This is now LUB, ms. or. 2071. The accompanying commentary, also of Collège de Clermont 

provenance is LUB, ms. or. 2072. Catalogued in Witkam, Inventory�(as in n. 104 above), vol. 3, 

pp. 29–30.
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2. Commonplace book in Arabic, explicated in Turkish.

no. XLVII: Codex, Oriental paper, in folio, lacking cover, 221 fols, Arabic-

Turkish dictionary.

Following the expulsion of the Jesuits from France, the Collège de Clermont 

collection was sold off in 1764. Five of Postel’s books from the Clermont col-

lection were first obtained by the Dutch collector Johan Meerman. The catalogue 

drawn up for the sale of the Meerman collection clearly shows the transfer of 

the same Postel manuscripts.107 These are:

[Clermont no. XXI=] no. 8: Hadiths of Muhammad on death and the paradise, 

173 fols, bound in Turkish leather.108

[Clermont no. XLVII=] no. 10: Anonymous Arabic-Turkish dictionary, Oriental 

paper, 221 fols.109

[Clermont no. XX=] no. 14: Qur᾿ān commentary, Oriental paper, 105 fols, lack-

ing the beginning and worm damage in the margins.110

[Clermont no. XXXVIII=] no. 17: Ibn Sīnā’s medical works, in Arabic with 

Turkish explication, Oriental paper, 264 fols.111

[Clermont no. XLVI=] no. 20: Arabic grammar with dictionary and syntax – 

Arabic commonplace book with Turkish explications, Oriental paper, 114 fols.112

Other Arabic manuscripts that once belonged to Postel include his Mozarabic 

Latin-Arabic glossary,113 Abd al-Ğabbār al-Ḫanaqī᾿’s astronomical treatise enti-

tled Muntahā�al-Idrāk,114�and St Paul’s Epistles.115

107 Bibliotheca�Meermanniana�sive�catalogus�librorum�impressorum�et�codicum�manuscripto-
rum, 4 vols, Leiden, 1824, vol. 4, pp. 2–3. The Meerman collection was eventually purchased by 

Sir Thomas Phillipps in 1824. The Postel manuscripts from the Meerman-Phillipps collection were 

acquired by the Berlin State Library. These are catalogued in L. Stern, Die�orientalischen�Meerman-�
Handschriften�des�Sir�Thomas�Phillipps�in�der�königlichen�Bibliothek�zu�Berlin, Berlin, 1892, 

pp. 4–7, and 11–12.
108 BeSB, ms. Phillipps 1389.
109 BeSB, ms. Phillipps 1391. This is a copy of the Mirḳat-ül�Luġa, the Arabic-Turkish dictionary 

Scaliger owned.
110 BeSB, ms. Phillipps 1393.
111 BeSB, ms. Phillipps 1394.
112 BeSB, ms. Phillipps 1397.
113 This is now LUB, ms. or. 231. The text was edited by C.F. Seybold, Glossarium�Latino-

Arabicum, Berlin, 1900. Also see P. Ravaisse, ‘Un ex-libris de G. Postel’ in Mélanges�offerts�à�
M.�Émile�Picot, 2 vols, Paris, 1913, vol. 1, pp. 315–333; P.S. van Koningsveld, The�Latin-Arabic�
Glossary�of�the�Leiden�University�library:�A�Contribution�to�the�Study�of�Mozarabic�Manuscripts�
and�Literature, Leiden, 1976.

114 PBnF, ms. arabe�2499. See G. Saliba, ‘Arabic Science in Sixteenth-Century Europe: Guil-

laume Postel (1510-1581) and Arabic Astronomy’, Suhayl, vol. 7, 2007, pp. 115–164 (125).
115 Vatican, Biblioteca Vaticana, ms. ar. 23. On Postel’s books see François Secret, Bibliographie�

des�manuscrits�de�Guillaume�Postel, Geneva, 1970.


